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Alternate Midterm Examination Solutions


Problem 1. [25 points] Each of the following statements concerns languages over a �nite
alphabet �. Decide if these statements are TRUE or FALSE. To receive any credit you must
provide a brief justi�cation or a counter-example.


(a). [5 points] Non-regular languages are closed under intersection.


False. Consider a non-regular language L1 and its complement, L2. The intersection of L1


and L2 is the empty language, which is regular.


(b). Suppose L1 is �nite and L1 [ L2 is regular. Then L2 must be regular.


True. This would not necessarily hold if L1 were regular, but the more restrictive condition
that L1 is �nite allows the above statement.


(c). [5 points] The class of �-NFAs which do not allow �-moves from a state to itself can
accept any regular language.


True. An � transition from a state to itself is useless and may be removed without changing
the language of the FA.


(d). [5 points] The language of an �-NFA can contain � if and only if q0 2 F .


False. An �-NFA may have an � transition from q0 to a �nal state.


(e). [5 points] In a Chomsky Normal Form grammar, the sentential form aBcDe must have
a derivation sequence of length exactly 9.


False. The derivation of the above sentential form is of length seven.
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Problem 2. [20 points] Recall the construction given in class for converting a DFA into a


regular expression. Given a DFA, we had de�ned the notion of a regular expression R(k)
ij for


the language L
(k)
ij consisting of all strings that go from state qi to state qj without visiting a


state numbered larger than k along the way.


For the DFA given above, specify the following regular expressions. You do not need
to justify your answer and are free to use any method to determine the answer (including
\reasoning it out").


a) R(0)
11 �+ b


b) R
(1)
21 b+


c) R(2)
21 b(b+ ab)�


d) R(3)
21 (a+ b)�b


e) R
(3)
13 (a+ b)�aa


Problem 3. [20 points] Prove that the following language is non-regular.


L = f0i1j2k j k � i+ jg


Proof: Suppose L is regular. Then there is a constant n satisfying the PL condition. Choose
w = 0n2n, w 2 L (i+ j = n+ 0 � n = k) and jwj � n. Then w = xyz, where jxyj � n and
y 6= �. This means y consists of solely zero's. By PL, xy2z 2 L. However, xy2z = 0n+jyj2n


and i+ j = n+ jyj > n = k, which is not in L. This is a contradiction, so L is not regular.


Common mistake: people tried similar strings and used string xz as the counter example,
this doesn't work because we want to falsify the condition k � i + j, not the other way
around.


Problem 4. [25 points] A simple grammar is a context-free grammar G = (V; T; P; S) in
which all productions are of the following two types:


A ! bB


A ! �


for A, B 2 V and b 2 T . You will sketch the main idea behind the following claim: a


language is regular if and only if it has a simple grammar.


(a). Given a simple grammar G, explain how you can construct an NFA M such that
L(M) = L(G). Just explain your construction | a proof is not required.
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Let the grammar G be (V; T; P; S). We will construct an NFA M as the following:


M = (Q;�; �; q0; F ), where Q = V , � = T , q0 = S, F =fB 2 V j B ! � is in Gg.


The transitions of the NFA is the following:


�(A; b) = fB j A! bB is in Gg.


(b). In your construction for (a), when will M be a DFA?


When in the production rules, we don't have the following:


A! bB and A! bC for some A,B,C,b.


(c). Given an NFA M , explain how you can construct a simple grammar G such that
L(M) = L(G). Just explain your construction | a proof is not required.


Given M = (Q;�; �; q0; F ), construct the grammar G = (V; T; P; q0), where V = Q, T = �,
and P consists of the following:


For each transition �(A; b) = B, add rule A ! bB. For each �nal state Fi 2 F , add rule
Fi ! �.


(d). In your construction for (c), how would the resulting grammar change if M were an
�-NFA?


We would have added the rules of the form A! B.


(e). What class of languages is generated by simple context-free grammars which are al-
lowed, in addition, productions of the type A! a? Give a brief justi�cation of your answer.


Still regular expressions. Because rules of the type A! a can be written as the following:
A! aB and B ! �.


Problem 5. [20 points] Consider the following language over the alphabet fa; bg


L = fw j every pre�x of w has no more a's than b'sg


You are to construct a PDA M = (Q;�;�; �; q0; Z0; �) such that N(M) = L. The starting
point for your construction will be the following three transitions:


1. �(q0; b; Z0) = (q0; BZ0).
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2. �(q0; b; B) = (q0; BB).


3. �(q0; a;B) = (q0; �).


(a). [4 points] Explain what these three transitions do.


Rule 1: when in state q0 and the input symbol is b and the top symbol is Z0 on the stack,
stay in state q0, leave Z0 on the stack, and in addition, push symbol B onto the stack.


Rule 2: when in state q0 and the input symbol is b and the top symbol is B on the stack,
stay in state q0, leave B on the stack, and in addition, push symbol B onto the stack.


Rule 3: when in state q0 and the input symbol is a and the top symbol is B on the stack,
stay in state q0, pop B o� the stack.


In high level description, rule 1 and 2 push an extra \B" onto the stack once it sees a \b",
and rule 3 pops a \B" o� the stack (if there is any) once it sees an \a".


(b). [10 points] Write all the additional transitions needed to completely de�ne the machine
M .


�(q0; �; Z0) = (q0; �)


�(q0; �; B) = (q0; �)


(c). [6 points] Provide a context-free grammar G = (V; T; P; S) such that L(G) = L.


S ! bASjbSAj�


A! aj�
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